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bricks in mortar, partly in mud ; on the outer face the earth sloped River- 

wards as if tipped in from the wall; it had behind it a sort of floor roughly 

laid, small khoa over a large quantity of oyster shells and brick rubbish. 

Essays on Biliari Declension and Conjugation.—By G. A. 

Gbieesoit, B. C. S. 

A. Inteodttctoey. 

The dialects of the Bihari* language present many interesting facts 

to the student of philology. Hitherto only two of these dialects have 

been thoroughly investigated, and each of these in one special form. Dr 

Hoernle’s Grammar treats of the Bhojpuri dialect as spoken near Banaras, 

where it is by no means free from the influence of its neighbour the 

Baiswari, and the present author’s Maithili grammar treats mainly of the 

standard dialect of the centre of Mithila. The Magadhi dialect has not 

been treated of in any form, but it will be found a most useful object of 

study, as showing the stepping-stone between the somewhat archaic forms 

contained in standard Maithili, and the more phonetically attrited forms 

which we find in Bhojpuri. The last language, extending to nearly the 

centre of Hindustan, and spoken by a warlike energetic race may be consi¬ 

dered as the most phonetically advanced of the three Bihari dialects. Its 

people have no literature to which their speech can be referred, and with the 

energy peculiar to their race they have disembarrased themselves to a large 

extent of the somewhat cumbrous grammatical forms of their ancestors, 

and have succeeded in wearing down periphrases and compounds into new 

words bearing no outward sign of their origin. The inhabitants of Mithila, 

on the contrary, intensely conservative from beyond historic times,f and 

possessing a literature dating from the fourteenth century, have changed 

their language but little during all this period. As Maithili was born at 

the time when the Gaudian languages first emerged from the Prakrit, so 

it has remained to the present day, and the herd-boy, as he tends his 

buffaloes in 1882, speaks the same language as that in which the old master- 

singer Vidyapati sang of the loves of Radha and Krishna to king S'iv Singh 

five centuries ago. It is to Maithili therefore that we must look for the 

earliest forms of Bihari declension, and if we do we shall rarely be disap- 

* This is the name which I have adopted here and elsewhere for the “ Eastern 

Hindi language” treated of by Dr. Hoernle in his Gaudian Grammar. 

t At the marriage of Sita, which took place at Janakapura in Mithila, Earn is said, 

in Maithil tradition, to have cursed the haughty Maithil Brahmans, who refused to 

hold any account of the foreign prince from Audh. The curse runs, 
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pointed. Magadhi all this time held a middle course. Its peculiar home 

was the hilly country about Bihar and Gaya, where there was little inter¬ 

course with other tribes, and little mental or material progress. It had no 

literature, and therefore nothing to retard, while it had little to aid its pro¬ 

gress. Hence its middle position between the antique Maithili, and the 

practical work-a-day Bhojpuri. 

The object of these papers is to bring to a common focus all the 

information which I have collected concerning the dialects of Bihar, 

and to lay them in this shape before the Society. I shall treat mainly of 

the following dialects : 

A. Bhojpuri, spoken in west Bihar. 

B. Magadhi, spoken in south Bihar. 

C. Maithili, spoken in north and east Bihar. 

Of the last there are two sub-dialects. 

1. North Maithili spoken in north Tirhutand Bhagalpur. 

2. South Maithili spoken in south-east Tirhut, and north 

M unger. 

Besides these the dialects of language borderlands will be consider¬ 

ed, viz. :— 

A. The Baiswari of the Ramayan of Tulsi Das, which is the 

border dialect between Bihari (Bhojpuri) and Hindi. 

B. The dialects of the border land between Bihari (Maithili) 

and Bangali, spoken in (1) south Bhagalpur, and (2) 

central and western Purniya. 

I shall also have occasion to refer to the dialects of dialect border¬ 

lands, viz. : 

A. Maithili-Bhojpuri of south-west Tirhut. 

B. Maithili-Magadhi of south Munger. 

There is not any bordeidand of importance between Magadhi and 

Bhojpuri. The following table shows the relative positions of these dia¬ 

lects and sub-dialects. 
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B. Declension. 

I. Case. 

I divide the consideration of this point into two heads : 

a. Organic declension. 

ft. Inorganic declension. 

By organic declension, I mean that kind of declension which is not 

formed by postpositions, but by actual inflection. By inorganic declension 

I mean that kind of declension which is formed by postpositions added to 

a base whether inflected or not. 

In Bihari there is a very full organic declension in the singular num¬ 

ber. It is found in its fullest form in the north Maithili dialect, and the 

terminations are as follows. They can only be added to the weak* form 

of a noun. 

Baiswari of North Other Bihari 
Ramayan. Maithili. dialects. 

Nom. — — 

Acc. ft, ft ff, ft — 

Instr. * * In South- 

ft, ft ff, ft 
Bhagulpuri if, e. g. 

ft, ‘I die 

ft, ft 
55 of hunger.’ In 

Dat. 

55 

Purniya, the form 

is y, ^ wt. In 

western Bhojpuri it 

Abl. f^, ft ff is 

55, t 
*rtt<?rT. 

Gen. fv, ft 
55 

Loc. 

ft, ft fN, ft 
vl/ 

j ^ ^5 

* I adopt the terms weak, strong, short, long, and redundant, from Hoernle s 

Gaudian Grammar. §§ 201, 356. 

B 
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The following are examples of the above terminations : 

A.—Baiswdri. 

Acc. ftfR qnRWRT, ‘ then Brahma advised the 

earth’. Ram. Bd. ch. 199, 9. 

ft,—qmft qm?r qr*ffq q^TTT, ‘ beholding Bam 

with affection she called near her friends.’ Ram. Ba. 

do. 265, 1. 

Instr. f%,—qsqf<T fqqit, ‘ Bam warned Lakhan with a 

sign.’ Ram. Ba. ch. 284, 8. 

ft,—qw ^IT^Tft q* qfq^Ttf qwft «|iW, ‘ the Lord, sensible of 

their affection, asked their welfare with politeness.’ 

Ram. A. ch. 25, 2. 

it,—qiw4 ^*rftrr ^R*f ‘ Behind one’s back an enemy 

in the viciousness of his soul.’ Ram. Kis. ch. 7, 7, 

where qTW° is in the instrumental case, much like the 

Hindi tiw #, which means both ‘ behind’ (instr.) and 

‘from behind’ (all.). 

q,—ff^q^T fq^TJT *rft srqr, ‘aswater is not different from 

crystallized ice.’ Ram. Ba. ch. 123, 11. 

Dat. fe—qrq ttfa qffr? qmrf qrfc #T fqq vPCflf^ ^ff, ‘ after 

affectionately performing every rite, the king gave 

(her) in marriage to Bharat.’ Ram. Bd. chh. 49, 4. 

ft,—qs fqfa tffft qjTqy; tT, ‘ in many ways he shows honour 

to the bondmaid.’ Ram. A. ch. 24, 4. 

Abl. f^,— 3T^f? qfw qrft fi^rfqfq ^ToTT, ‘the king having inquired 

from the guru, performed the family rites.’ Ram. Bd. 

ch. 319, 8. 

ft,—siTrjft fq«rft vrq ‘ from your mother and 

your father you have well become debt-absolved.’ Ram. 

Bd. ch. 284, 2. 

Gen. ft,—^rqi'Tft tqitf, ‘at the words of Lakhan, 

Janak became afraid.’ Rdm. Bd. ch. 286, 4. 

ft—KTSift 3* qT q^rr ‘ There is a great love of the 

king for you.’ Ram. A. ch. 40, 6. 

—only used with pronouns (omitting \st and 2nd per¬ 

sonal pronouns) rTFQ ftqr^ qft ^q ‘ again, all 

approached hers.’ Ram. Kis. ch. 25, 3. 

q,—only used with 1$£ and 2nd personal pronouns, fi* ^Tq 

rT WST, ‘an illusion (arising) from egoism and 

from “ mine” and “ thine.” ’ Rdm. Ar. ch. 12, 2. 
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Loc. ft,—5T*rwf ^ITWT, ‘ what remained over went into 

the guests’ quarters.’ Ram. Ba. ch. 332, 7. 

*T^Ts; srijit, ‘ at dawn to-day having bathed 

at Prayag.’ Ram. A. ch. 262, 6. 

ft,—rf*r fcg ^T^riTf^ rSjTJft, ‘ to 

please Ram every tree was laden with fruit, whether 

in season or not in season, without regard to the time 

of year.’ Ram. Ln. ch. 6, 5. 

55,—^W!55 ^ * if he persist in obstinacy, in 

the end it burns his bosom.’ Ram. Ba. ch. 259, 5. 

55,—^vr?55 tff ^ <T^f sit qjtf, ‘ where there is water, in the end 

there will be mud.’ Ram. A. ch. 175, 4. 

—*fTW *n«fT, ‘ afterwards the son of the wind 

bowed his head.’ Ram. Kis. ch. 23, 9. 

The terminations ^ of the instrumental, and 55, 55 and >?; of the locative 

are rare in the Ramayan, and survive only in a few indeclinables like 

q-T$, 8fc. There may be isolated instances of © and 55 being 

used to form other cases, but I have not noted them in the course 

of my reading. 
• • • 

Probably the Baiswari case postpositions W, ?T, and others are also 

instrumentals, cf. post Maithili «r, and rf. 

Note. It is better to consider this form in if as an instrumental, and 

not as a locative, as (1) the locative is already supplied with another 

organic termination and (2) comparison with the Maithili dialect shows the 

termination as exclusively used in the instrumental case in that dialect, 

and (3) other dialects such as Panjabi and Marathi show traces of the same 

tendency. See post, under head of derivation. 

B.—Maithili. 

Ace. ft,—^ f%7T ^ ^?ft ^T*T, ‘ he is my friend who brings my 

enemy.’ Man'hodh, 6, 39. 

ft,—tier ^ftft ’qr, ‘ the buffalos are grazing in 

the field, beat the calves.’ Prov. 

Instr. ft,—«l*Tff, ‘ he opened the bonds and 

fetters with violence.’ Man. 4, 42. 

ft,—Hjjfc ft/f#, ‘ I would have swept it with my 

body-cloth,’ Nag Songs, No. 1. 

5?,—'Jf^T, ‘ (as much as I would say) 

with half my lip, that also is gone far away,’ Yul. 73,4. 
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Instr. t —qfTix qfw wfxx qn^lX* ‘ he binds his waist witli knife and 

dagger,’ Mars. 4, 1. 

This example is Musalmani-Maithili, and the words may 

be nom. plurals fern, borrowed from Urdu. I shall 

hence give other examples. 

aftfx 5RTJ1 ?vtxif ^T^fx, a fair woman is blinded by pride. 

Prov. 

w 3TTTJ, ‘ like a cow (distracted) by the 

losing of her calf,’ Man. 3, 17. 

To this must he added the very common colloquial forms 

ij ‘ by this,’ gjq ‘ by which,’ ‘ by that’ which occur 

in literature only in company with prepositions ; and 

the illative conjunction or ‘ therefore.’ Examples 

of the first are, 

q qfx xrera» ^T, ‘ in this way was the circle of the 

rds.' Man. 6, 5. 

^qfx q'XX ^f<T 5i^r, ‘in what way the guards had gone 

to sleep.’ Ib., 17. 

The following are colloquial examples, not made to order, 

q, qri} x ‘for this reason (by this), it happened by 

conversation.’ 

srrxT^r ?rft ‘ I cannot 

hear the Kuran by the ears, with which I have heard 

the S'rimad bhdgavat.' 

sgqx if % X^TX, ‘ he saw you pleased, 

therefore he came.’ 

^qXT ^ xqq ^rfx if TX¥, ‘ there was noj'unity 

amongst themselves, thence fell the adversity.’ 

qrzfqrif sfiJTfT W, ‘by discussions a quarrel arose.’ 

Compare the following example of the instr. of qffr 

‘ what ?’ 

^^XT ’XTX XXXwt, ‘ why do you make me out a 

thief ?’ 

Classical examples of the use of ?f or fr"are the following : 

if «rf% 3\xf9 JTXT#, ‘ therefore he does not eclipse it.’ Vid. 

14, 8. 

rj xfx ‘ therefore the lotus does not dry up.’ 

Vid. 14, 6. 
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Dat. o^Tf^TT ^«TT*T, ‘ to all he made meet reverence.’ 

Man. 9, 62. 

All. f%,—from boyhood cowherds learn 

cattle-tending. Man. 4, 12. 

3?,—TWPCq ’C^T, ‘from that place their hopes 

remained equally (unsatisfied).’ Man. 1, 8. 

—f%3T «rf| rfcT^ W, ‘ nothing came to pass from there.’ 

11. 7. 

Gen. §T^T, ‘ a means of the going of Akrur.’ 

Man. 7, 17. 

fj,—only used with pronouns (omitting 1st and 2nd personal 

pronouns), q-W rT^r#, ‘ whose mind trembles 

exceedingly,’ Vid. 7, 5. 

—only used with ls£ and 2nd personal pronouns, *rfit 

‘he is not my brother-in-law,’ Vid. 79, 7. 

%—only used in the 2nd personal pronoun, qT^ q^W flTg 

qT^ft, ‘ nay feet have touched thy water, 0 mother,’ 

Vid. 78, 3. 

Doc. f^,—olfl^TT ^^T«TT^T, ‘ into the Jamuna-pool went 

Krishn.’ Man. 4, 18. 

^ 5i^T, ‘ in her astonishment, the vermilion 

was rubbed off,’ Vid. 26, 4. 

‘the yadari has dried up in the fields.’ 

Famine sony, 12. 

SI,—q^3s f^rq«T VK* si^T^T, ‘ Krishn was extremely skilled 

in wrestling.’ Man. 9, 30. 

*rf% VT9slfa qjqsJ, ‘ even at any time he spake not 

harshly in anger.’ Man. 7, 35. 

q,—‘ I shall go on an unfrequented river 

bank,’ Vid. 5, 3. 

This form of locative is very common in all Bihari dialects 

in phrases such as sp ‘ in every house,’ &c. 

From the above we are justified in drawing up the follow¬ 

ing model paradigm of the organic declension of the 

word qfif, the weak form of ‘ a horse,’ in the sin¬ 

gular number. 
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Baiswari of 
Ramayan. 

North 
Maithili. 

Other Bihari 
dialects. 

Nom. tff, 

Ace. 
f 
l tYfft, 

( ttf ft, 
( tlfft, Wanting 

Instr. f* 
(tffft, srif ft, 

r* r, ttf''* 

Dat. tffft, Wanting 

Abl. 
j 
l sftf §, Wanting 

Gen. 
f ttfft, 
l (ffW, 5jrg), ' (g% 

Wanting 

Boc. 
r 

j f?, 'EfFfft, j tffft, ft, 
ttt. 

Note as to Plural. The above is the singular declension. In the 
Ramayan the terminations in f? are used in a plural sense; thus, 

‘ there is no difference between things possessing 

qualities, and those without them,’ Bam. Bd. ch. 123, 1: native pandits, 

indeed, maintain that the termination is properly only used in the 

plural, and that when used in the singular, it is always in an honorific sense. 

This theory is generally borne out so far as my experience goes, and hence it 

will be convenient to assume that in the Ramayan the terminations f%, 

and ^ are singular, and the termination ft plural. 
In Maithili, the termination ft and H are used equally in a singular 

and in a plural sense. An example of the plural usage of ft will be found 

in the example given for the Locative. . 
The termination ^ of the Instrumental is used only in the singular of 

nouns. Of Pronouns the case is different, vide post. Maithili nouns always 

form their plural periphrastically by adding a noun of multitude, which is 
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itself declined in the singular, taking the singular terminations. The only 

words which take a new base in the plural (both for the nominative, and 

oblique cases) are the words ^r*lf«T, and (see Mill. Gram. 

§ 25 for the two last) which form their instrumentals ^rtrft^y, 

and I am unable to give any examples from literature of the use 

of these three words. 

For further remarks concerning these plural forms in f«T, vide post. 

Derivation. 

At present I do not propose to consider the genitive terminations ^5, 

T, and % as they are only used in connection with pronouns, and can be 

more conveniently discussed under that head. 

The remaining terminations are 

Bamayan, f%, ff, 55, 55, if, 

Maithili, f%, ft, 55, 55, — % *?. 

Before proceeding further, I must warn against another set of termi¬ 

nations in use in these dialects, which are merely particles of emphasis, viz., 

ft?, ''ft or 'ft* 55 or 55, see Hoernle, G. G., § 550, and the Author’s 

Mth. Gram., § 205. These are entirely different in origin, but are liable 

to lead to confusion. 

The following table shows the declensional terminations in Apa- 

bhramsa Prakrit. H. C. means the fourth book of Hemachandra’s Gram¬ 

mar. K. I. means Kramadisvara quoted in Lassen, pp. 449 and ff. Md. 

means Markandeya quoted by Hoernle. 
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The casual terminations of the Ramayan have been discussed by 

Hoernle (G. G. pp. 195—212). The results arrived at are as follows : With 

the exception of ijw, which may be considered as a strengthened form of 

all the above forms are found in Apabhramsa Prakrit. Taking each form 

separately we find ; 

A. With regard to P?, that it is used in the following cases :— 

Ap. Prakrit. (% or Ramayan. Maithili. 

Accusative. Accusative. 

Instrumental. Instrumental. 
— Dative. 

Ablative. () Ablative. Ablative. 

Genitive. ( ^ ) Genitive. 

Locative. () Locative. Locative. 

See Hoernle G. G., §§ 365 and 367. As regards the Prakrit form ff, it 

is a weakened form of % which is properly a termination of the genitive 

singular, and has been extended to the abl. and loc. in Prakrit, and fur¬ 

ther extended to the acc. instr. and dat. in the Ramayan. In Maithili, it 

has altogether lost its genitival sense, and is not used in the dative, as in 

the Ramayan. This termination f% is derived from the Sanskrit termina¬ 

tion ^ of the genitive. So that we get the series Skr. Ap. Pr. 

Bihari ‘ of a horse.’ It will be seen that the termination 

in Bihari, being added to the weak form of the noun, presupposes 

a Skr. and not which latter would become Ap. Pr, 

and Bihari ^fbfTf%. 

Other examples are Slcr. ‘ a sage,’ gen. sing. (for 

Ap. Pr. Bihari, : and Skr. ‘ a teacher,’ gen. sing 

3TTT: (for Jiw), Ap. Pr. 31^, 3T^f%, Bihari, 
^ # vJ Vi 

It is not necessary to give examples of Skr. strong forms in for our 

present purposes,—for the termination f% is, in Bihari, only added to the 

weak form of nouns. 

B. is used in the Ramayan only in a plural sense. In Maithili it 

has (to a great extent in use) superseded f%, and is used in the sense both 

of singular and plural in the following cases :— 

Ap. Pr. (^ or f#) Ramayan, Maithili. 

Instr. plur. (f?)* 
Acc. plur.* Acc. sing, and plur. 
Instr. plur.* 
Dat. plur.* 
Abl. plur.* 

Instr. sing, and plur. 

Gen. plur. ("%)* Gen. plur.* 
Loc. sing. plur. (f^)* Loc. plur.* Loc. sing, and plur. 

* Used also sometimes in singular, vide Hoernle, p. 208. 
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See Hoernle §§ 367 and 369. As regards the Prakrit form, two 

derivations are plausible. One connects it with the Prakrit abl. plur. 

suffix f^T, and the other with Skr. abl. dual termination (see Hoernle 

l. c.), which would regularly change in Pr. to ^ or 

The following examples will show the process. Skr. ‘a horse 

abl. dual, ; or Pr. abl. plur. (Arsha) ^bsf^TT; Ap. Pr. gen. plur. 

: Bihari qtf : 

Skr. TifiT, ‘a sage;’ abl. dual, ; or Pr. abl. plur. (Arsha) 

wf*rf^3T; Ap. Pr. gen. plur. ; Bihari, 

Skr. 3T^, ‘ a teacher abl. dual, ; or Pr. abl. plur. (Arsha) 
'J ^ 

Ap. Pr. gen. plur. 3T^%; Bihari 

It is possible that these two derivations are not incompatible with 

each other. It will be observed, that when the Skr. has a long vowel 

before ikff, Arsha Prakrit has (and only then) a long vowel before 

It is possible therefore that the first three syllables of are directly 

connected with and that the syllable *TT is an additional pleonastic 

ablatival suffix. 

C. sJ. It is rarely used in the Ramayan, and probably only in the 

locative. It is evidently a weakened form of the Ap. Prakrit Both 

U and occur in all masculine and neuter nouns having ^ bases in Ap. Pr. 

Bases in % and <3 take only ^t. Feminine bases use ^ as the termination 

of the abl. and gen. plur. (IT. C. IV, 351). In Maithili ^ is used in all 

genders and with all weak bases. The use of these two terminations is 

as follows : 

Ap. Pr. (mase. and neut). 

Maithili. 

^ bases. ^ and ^3 bases. 

Nom. (^1) 
Acc. (^t) 

Dat. 
Abl. (sJ, ^t) ^rf Abl. 
Gen. (^ft) Gen. 

Loc. 

The use of these terminations has therefore been extended in Maithili 

to the locative and dative. The dative, it need hardly be pointed out 

does not occur in Prakrit. The origin of is obscure. Lassen, (p. 462) 

identifies it with an assumed Skr. suffix ^ ; while Hoernle (§ 368) connects 

it with the Skr. abl. plur, suffix through *«T. 
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D. It is rarely used in the Ramayan, and probably only in the 

locative. In Ap. Prakrit, and Maithili it is used as follows: 

Ap. Prakrit. Maithili. 

Instr. sing, and plur. 

Abl. plur. (3?) 
Gen. plur. (#) 
Loc. plur. (^) 

Abl. sing, and plur. 

Loc. sing, and plur. 

See Hoernle, §§ 367, 369. 

This termination is probably a weakened form of the Prakrit abl. pi. 

suffix ^T. The derivation of is obscure. From the analogy of fWT, 

we might expect it to be a compound of ^ + 3t (Lassen, p. 310) : ^ 

is the Prakrit termination of the locative plural, and it may be noted that 

whatever vowel precedes the termination ^ in Prakrit declension, the same 

vowel precedes 

Thus, Prakrit,— 

Nom. Singular. Loc. plural. Abl. plural. 

ttT 

31JTT 3TJTT$ 3i3lTi^T 

\S Vi vj 

The termination ^ occurs in ATsha Prakrit, but not ^r, which tends 

also to show that the latter is a later, and may be a compound form. 

One example of this form will suffice. Skr. a sage; loc. plur. 

Arsha Prakrit, Prakrit, Pr. abl. plur. ; Ap. 

Pr. gen. plur. : Bihari instr. plur. 

Note in the above that it is only in classical Prakrit that the final 

vowel of Tif«T is lengthened. We have Arsha, and Ap. TifcTs?, so that 
\i vj 

we are justified in assuming an intermediate form 

It is easier to derive from rather than from 
^ # J j 

directly; as it is more natural to derive the genitive from the ablative 

than from the locative. As regards the formation of an ablative by the 
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addition of an ablative sign to a locative, this is of common occurrence in 

Gaudian languages. It is quite usual to hear phrases such as % 

filT which is, literally, ‘ he fell from on the horse,’ and which means 

in English, £he fell from,’ or, ‘ off the horse.’ 

E. v, q*—the latter of these I consider to be simply a lengthened 

form of the former: and with this remark it will be sufficient to dismiss it. 

With regard to V, the case is different, and will require more elaborate 

treatment. 

V is used in the following cases : 

Ap. Pr. Kamayan. Maithili. 

Instr. (v) Instr, Instr. 

It will be seen that this case is used throughout all dialects as an 

instrumental termination,—and so also in Panjabi (seldom), e. g., in the 

word vjpT (S7cr. wt*T) ‘indeed,’ ‘truly;’ hence ‘although;’ and in Mara¬ 

thi, e. g., by a house.’ In western Bhojpuri it takes the form ^«T; 

thus, ‘ by fear,’ ‘ by hunger.’ 

In Ap. Pr., according to Md., the termination is added directly to the 

base of the noun, whatever it is ; so that we have qtjjv, ‘ by a forest,’ from 

‘by a girl,’ from qT^TT, ‘by fire,’ from (nom. 

‘by wind,’ from (nom. qT^i). (Examples taken from Md. apucl 

Hoernle, § 367.) It will be observed that when the nom. sing, ends in 

long ^T, it is unchanged, but when in long i;, or long the final vowel is 

shortened before if. H. C. and K. I. do not give the termination to 

feminine nouns, and give qqr instead of qijjv. In other respects they agree 

with Md. Mi’s qvtvi is probably for qw so that the three grammarians 

are at one, except with reference to feminine nouns. 

Maithili goes a step farther. It (Gram. § 19) substitutes the v for 

the final vowel in all nouns whose direct forms end in ^ or ^r, so that we 

have 'Hi#'1', ‘ by fruit,’ from qT^r, qr^, ‘ by a story’ from or to use the 

same examples as are given for Prakrit, it has qq'' for Pr. qqrv, and qj^r* 

for Pr. qr^TTV. 
With regard to nouns ending in other vowels, it follows the Prakrit 

rule. The q is simply added, and the final vowel, if long is shortened,— 
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so that we have ijfev; ‘ by a daughter,’ from #3^. With regard to the Pr, 

examples, the nominatives both end in short vowels in Maithili; ^ifJT, 

‘fire,’ makes and ‘ wind,’ makes «T3^, or - 

Finally the forms \in Maithili referred to above must be 

again noted here, as important, and pointing clearly to the derivation. 

The only remaining cognate form is the word used colloquially as 

the instrumental of the oblique form, of the neuter interrogative 

pronoun ‘what,’ (see Mth. Chr. Voc. s. v. ^Tt). 

As to the derivation of these forms, they may possibly come 

from the Skr. instrumental in *r, which exists in bases in the form 

^ (.fsYT*T). The forms which most plainly show their origin are the 

pronominal ones, and ip. It must be noted that these are not 

formed from the oblique bases of their respective pronouns, which are 

( or ), ( or and <rf*T ( or rTlf%) respectively 

(Mth. Gram. §§ 71, 76, 78), but stand completely apart from the 

declension of these pronouns as isolated forms. The nominatives of these 

pronouns are W, and #, so that in one of these cases at least it has not 

been formed by nasalizing that case. It is hence most rational to derive 

them through missing Prakrit forms from Sanskrit y«T (Yaidik), ‘by this,’ 

%*T, ‘ by which,’ and ^«T, ‘ by that.’ It must be noted also that while the 

proximate demonstrative in Maithili ‘ this,’ has an instrumental form 

the remote demonstrative ^*1, ‘that,’ has no such corresponding form, 

(see Mth. Gr. § 70, addenda). Similarly the Skr. proximate demonstrative 

pronominal base has no remote demonstrative form. Classical Skr. 

has instead of the simpler Yaidik instrumental form ‘ by this’ ; 

for an example of the latter, see K. V. I, 173, 9, **r, which the Vedartha 

Yatna translates 
As regards the form the termination may be referred to the 

Skr. instrumental termination ^JTT, (^rftpTT), Pr. (^fi3T^n), but the 

derivation of the stem is involved in much obscurity. 

Having thus shown that these pronominal forms and ^ are 

most probably connected with the Skr. instrumental, it remains to consider 

the nominal forms. With regard to ^ bases, the same reasoning applies, 

and ilT^ bears exactly the same relation to sfbz*T, that ^ does to y*r. With 

regard to feminine bases ending in ^r, the case is different. In it the Skr. 

instr. ends in ^*?T, from which I would derive the Prakrit termination 

The lengthening of the penult, in Pr. is probably due to the force of 

analogy, all the other cases in Sanskrit, except the vocative having a long 

penultimate. The termination ^ cannot of course be attributed to this 

* With regard to the shortening of the Antepenultimate, see Mth. Gr. § 5, addenda. 

I have written the words as they are pronounced, and not as they are usually written. 
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form, and I refer it to the well known tendency of Prakrit to reduce all 

nouns to one common declension, which is carried further by Ap. Pr. and 

the modern Vernaculars, than we find in the classical Prakrit of Vararuchi. 

By a similar process I would account for the instrumental forms of 

bases with other vocalic endings. 

E. This is the most universally distributed of all the case ter¬ 

minations. It occurs in all the Bihari dialects, and in the Ramayan. It 

appears in all the Prakrit dialects from the classical of Vararuchi to the 

Apabhramsa; and, to take examples of cognate modern languages it is 

found in Bangali, and in all the local dialects of Hindi. It also occurs in 

Sanskrit as the locative of nouns whose bases end in In the modern 

languages, too, it is only used with nouns ending in a final (silent) 

Thus we have STS' ‘ on a landing place,’ from WTS, 3TT^ 4 in a village, from 

aiTH, but no corresponding forms for words like 3TSJT, or Similarly 

also in Bangali ‘ a boy,’ makes but the locative of sfhft 

‘ a mare,’ is quite a different form, It is the same in classical 

Prakrit, Arsha, and Pali; in all these y is only used as the termination of 

the locative of ^ bases. We thus get the following table : 

Sanskrit. Pali. Arsha. Prakrit. Bihari. Bangali. 

^ base 

tt tt tt 
but 

base 

JiJTT«f JTJrre JTJTT H JTJITSJ 

?; base 

^TfjT 

^3 base 

31^ JT^^. 
vJ vJ J 

From the above it is evident that the locative termination y is used 

throughout all these languages only with bases in ^Ef. Feminine bases in 

are no exception to this rule, for the termination y in Arsha and Pra¬ 

krit is of entirely different origin. In Apabhramsa Prakrit there are two 

forms of the locative one in y (fTW), and one a weakened form in (?rf%), 

both of which are used only with bases in The latter it appears to me 

not unreasonable to consider to be a weakened form of the former. 
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It therefore appears possible that this Bihari locative in y is the Skr. 

and classical Prakrit loc. suffix y, which has been preserved unchanged. 

The fact that it has remained unchanged in the modern languages need 

not surprise us: for it has admittedly remained unchanged in the classical 

Prakrits, while all the other case suffixes have changed in them. If there¬ 

fore the locative has retained vitality so far, it need not astonish us that 

it has retained it to the last. 

Note on the above. It will be seen that in these derivations of y and 

y, I have given an etymology different from that put forward by so high 

an authority as Dr. Hoernle in his Gaudian Grammar, §§ 367 and follow¬ 

ing. Dr. Hoernle considers f asa contraction of nf#, and ^ as a con¬ 

traction of yjfyr respectively, terminations which have already been dis¬ 

cussed and disposed of. This derivation is also plausible, but I venture to 

think that an equal amount of plausibility attaches to the derivation given 

above, on the following grounds. 

Lassen (p. 461) connects the termination y with Skr. term. y*r, but 

Dr. Hoernle considers that this is untenable because Skr. y«r cannot 

be added to feminine bases in ^H. This point has been already discus¬ 

sed by me, and I need not repeat what I have said here,—but, admit¬ 

ting for the sake of argument that Lassen is wrong, Dr. Hoernle’s 

theory is also open to objection. Dr. Hoernle takes the termination 

and supposes an elision of which gives which is contracted 

to y; hence he gets the forms in Apabhramsa Prakrit, ^y, ^Typy, 

^fjTjy, and 3 pay, which he derives from supposititious forms #^yry)f?, 

and which he considers old genitives. 

It thus appears that the letter yj in the termination is absolutely neces¬ 

sary for the theory ; only can be contracted to y; if the termination 

ever takes the form it must be contracted to and if it takes the 

form it can only become ^3^. It must be remembered that we are 

only dealing with weak bases, for in the modern languages, y is only 

added to weak bases, and never to strong ones and it remains 

to be seen what form takes with weak bases. Really, this termination 

is f? and not y|f% and the vowel ^ is only the termination of the base, 

* This may he denied ; but the fact remains that some weak forms do undoubtedly 

take the termination y; e. g. qjrT <a word,’ instrumental so also yt ^ and 

which are undoubtedly formed from a weak bases, and this is quite sufficient for my 

argument. If I can prove that a single weak form takes y' in the instrumental, it 

does away with the argument that ^y' or ^y can in all cases he derived from 

It may he noted here that in the Magadhi dialect of Bihari only 

masculine weak forms ending in a silent consonant take y, and y • thus, from 

‘force’, instr. hut never yfcjy, or 
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so that the weak forms of the old genitive plural, above quoted, would be 

and not and not and not 

and not Now, it is possible to derive from hut 

impossible to derive from I know that it can be assumed 

that is derived from the strong form but it is equally 

easy to derive it from the instrumental (Prakrit) ^fjJT<5|T (or from 

^ni), and this last derivation has the following advantages: 

(1) It accounts for the termination y in nouns which (like 1T<t) are 

never used in modern languages in their strong, but always in their weak 

forms. 

(2) It accounts for the fact that if is always (with one or two 

isolated exceptions) used in a singular sense, while the termination ft is 

distinctly a plural one. 

(3) It accounts for the western Bliojpurx forms in such as 

®T«T, 
(4) It is simpler to derive the instrumental if from a Skr. instru¬ 

mental, and the locative y from a Skr. locative, than to take two termina¬ 

tions, for one case (the genitive), one singular, and the other plural, and to 

adopt one, for no very valid reason, as a locative singular, and the other as 

an instrumental singular. 

Another argument of Dr. Hoernle’s given in the foot note to p. 208 

is as follows; ‘ this explains why the Marathi instr. in if is seldom used 

except with the prepositions or 3TScr; for it is really a genitive or ob¬ 

lique form, and as such naturally takes a postposition. If it were, as 

commonly supposed, identical with the old Skr. instr, in y*r, the addition of 

the postposition would be very superfluous and anomalous.’ The addition 

of the postposition may be superfluous, but it is not, I think anomalous. 

In Maithili the preposition fV^TT ‘without’ governs the instrumental, 

both in the form in if, and in its inorganic or periphrastic form. 

Examples are, 

(1.) Organic instrumental. 

Famine song, 10. 

ft*IT «TJT f%W «rf? ‘ without water nothing sprouted in the 
vi 

world.’ 

(2.) Periphrastic instrumental. 

Sal. 3. 

fy*TT yyy In %T«TT JITITTjy, ‘ without a husband how can I pass 

my days?’ 

These examples taken together show that there is no idea of a genitive 

sense, but that there is a pure idea of an instrumental sense in in 

the first example. 
With regard to the locative termination y, the arguments respecting 

T 
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it are exactly the same, mutatis mutandis, as those regarding and I do 

not repeat them. 

/3. Inorganic Declension of nouns* 

By Inorganic declension I mean that kind of periphrastic declension 

which is formed by postpositions added to a base whether inflected or not. 

In Bihari the base undergoes regular inflection or preparation for the recep¬ 

tion of postpositions. This occurs both in the singular and plural, each 

of which has a direct (or nominative) and an oblique form. 

It will be convenient to deal with the question of number first. The 

following are the plural forms. 
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Reference to the above will show that the oblique form of the plural 

has four terminations, viz., , ?r, fff: and these terminations are only 

added to the weak base of a noun. This is even the case when the noun 

is not used in the singular or in the nominative plural in the weak form. 

JE. g., (Banaras-Bhojpuri) nom. sing. crp3T (strong form), ‘a barber’; 

nom. plur. (strong form) ; and obi. plur. «TT^?r (weak form). It is 

commonly said that strong-forms shorten their termination before *T in the 

oblique plural, hut this is hardly the correct way of looking at the matter. 

The base iir?sr cannot be said to be formed from the base i?rgT, for this would 

presuppose (as will he seen further on) a Skr. form i?TE3ffT*rt, which would 

become in Prakrit (see Hoernle, p. 211) (whence perhaps O. H. 

cf. Hoernle, p. 195), *ifT^PF?, which would 

become in Bihari or and not iirf«T. 

The only exception to this is the Maithil-Magadhi sub-dialect, which 

forms the oblique plural on the base of the long form, which may be 

referred to the Prakrit long form above referred to. 

These plural oblique forms are not used in Maithili in the case of 

nouns, except in a few isolated words like ‘all,’ and ‘people.’ 

They are common, however, in Maithili pronouns where the plural form 

has acquired a singular honorific sense,—thus, rrfsT ‘ him,’ a?f«T, ‘ whom.’ 

Wherever these forms are used in the oblique plural, they can also be 

used in the sense of a direct plural, in most of the dialects. The oldest 

dialect (that of the Ramayan) confines these forms principally to the 

oblique case, but not universally, as in the phrase fsiwr ^ 

‘ I have beaten those who have beaten me.’* Banaras Bhojpuri follows 

the Ramayan very closely in this particular, but the other dialects use the 

oblique form indifferently in the direct and oblique cases plural. 

To sum up the results of the above, we find that in Bihari the nomina¬ 

tive plural can alwaysf be the same as the nominative singular ; and cer¬ 

tain dialects also form an oblique plural in *r, f%, or f*r, which is also 

in certain of these adopted by the nominative. 

With regard to the periphrastic plural, the usual affixes are ‘ all,’ 

and %TJI ‘ people.’ Bhojpuri, however, and the sub-dialects of Purniya, 

and Bhagalpur add the words 

Bhojpuri 

Purniya-Maithili faff 

Bhagalpur-Maithili 

* Kellogg (p. 224) adduces this verse as an example of the use of the case of the 
. . _ ^ si- 

agent before a transitive verb. As, however, ^ which occurs in the same sentence 

also before a transitive verb is undoubtedly in the nominative (the oblique form being 

■flTf^) it is more convenient to consider as an example of the oblique plural 

used in a nominative sense. 

f The Ramayan is very rare, and is probably a form borrowed from Hindi. 
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The first I believe to be a deroded form of ‘ all,’ through an 

intermediate form then appears naturally as its oblique plural, 

with a lengthening of the final vowel. 

Similarly, I would connect f^f%, with the Maithil word ^1%‘all.’ 

through an intermediate form or and then ^ easily appears 

as a contracted form of the same word. 

In the Bihar districts bordering on Bangal a form or is 

used to form a plural. A reference to the neighbouring Bangali gives the 

word meaning ‘and’, ‘other.’ This is derived from the Skr. mean¬ 

ing ‘ other.’ Its use in Purniya and Bhagalpiir is best seen in the pro¬ 

nouns, where it is used with the oblique form of the genitive singular, thus 

‘ others of me’, ‘ we.’ So also T iirf T ‘ horses.’ 

I consider a plural of through transposition from 

Affinities and derivation. 

The derivation of the plural termination *T, f%, fir, is from the Skr. 

gen. plural in through Prakrit (cf ‘ of five’), 

(<?/! Hoernle, pp. 202 and 211). The only difficulty in this derivation is 

the termination in fNr and fff. This I believe to be inorganic, and is 

due either to the memory of the Skr. neuter nom. plur. in fir which led 

to confusion, or (more probably) to false analogy with the very common 

termination of the third person plural of the Bihari verb in f%, which has 

quite a different origin, viz., from the Skr. fsfi. E. g., the 3rd plural past 

of the verb ‘ see,’ is which is frequently written 

or Seeing therefore these three plural verbal termina¬ 

tions, false analogy would inevitably suggest the addition of the form 

to the regular plural substantival forms and iilTST. It may be 

noted here that there is also a Skr. nom. neut. plur. in fsfi (wrafa), which 

may have lent its aid to the false analogy. 

On the preparation of the base. 

It is commonly said that in Bihari the oblique form of nouns is the 

same as the direct. This, however, is not the fact, and I hope to be able 

to shew that a distinct oblique form of nouns and of possessive pronouns 

exists throughout all the dialects. 

It will be convenient to consider first the Bhojpuri affixes of the 

genitive. Hoernle (p. 220) gives the genitival affixes (amongst others) 

as ctf, oblique %. The latter termination in use in Banaras, is not, how¬ 

ever, pure Bhojpuri. It appears to me to be borrowed from Hindi and 

not to be a pure Bihari form. The oblique form % is almost universal 

over the Hindi area, and is not used in any Bihari dialect with which I 

am acquainted. 

In the pure Bhojpuri of western Bihar the forms are— 
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Direct, or # (sometimes written 3f), and oblique, 3TT. 

Examples are the following. 

Direct, ^-^ ^tstt ‘ this is the king’s house.’ 

<$*3- ^ ‘ 1 am the maid-servant of king Kans.’ 

Direct, m^T<T ?TS^r> ‘matters of every kind were heard.’ 

Indirect, effT-357 TflT^TT 35 <fi^T ^7*3 «TT’€!t, ‘ there is no sin 

in (lit. of) the slaying of a deceiver.’ 

3fe<T»r 3fT ■§■?: ifTvft 3TC, ‘ there are many books in the pandits’ 

house.’ 

In Maithili, also, there is a genitive in 3T (Mth. G. § 22). In the 

case of nouns this has lost all inflexion, but in pronouns we see the inflexions 

still remaining. E. g., the Relative pronoun obi. form plur. (used as 

an honorific singular) sjfvr (Mth. Gr. § 7t5) : hence, adding the sign of the 

genitive we get This has an oblique form 57f«T«ffT, used as a base 

of the other cases, but that it is really an oblique genitive is evident from 

the following example ( Vid. 39, 2). 

5?f5FRrr ‘at whose birth I went,’ in which is in the 

locative case, the postposition being poetically omitted. 

Again the gen. honor, of % (Mth. Gr.) is 35»f37 (3lF*r30> and its oblique 

form is ^T3iT, as in (Sal. 1), 

3TK*T, ‘ for the sake of him’, and (Sal. 21) 

^ ‘in his watch.’ 

It must be noted, however, that the oblique form 35T is more rare in 

Maithili than in Bhojpuri, for it has disappeared altogether in nouns. 

There is in fact, a distinct tendency in thetli Maithili to use, even in the 

case of pronouns, direct forms instead of oblique ones. E. g., in Sal. 1 we 

have 3nT«T beside the more correct 35*7357 3i77;*r, and so we have (Sal. 

10) 35*735 <3735 instead of the more correct 35*T35T % ‘ from his cry.’ 

The Song of Sallies is, it must be remembered, in very thetli language ; 

that is to say, in the language of the lowest people, and is in one or two 

places absolutely incorrect. 

A similar pronominal oblique genitive form in 3fT may be noted in 

all the other Bihari dialects, but, for want of a literature, it is difficult to 

give authoritative examples. 

To sum up this part of the explication; 1—Bihari has a genitive post¬ 

position 35 or 37, which has an oblique form ^57. This oblique form has in 

the eastern and southern dialects fallen into disuse in the case of substan¬ 

tives, but still survives everywhere in the pronouns. • 

The question of genitive postpositions naturally leads to possessive 

pronouns. The following are the possessive pronouns in Maithili. As 

they will be treated of at length under their proper heading it is not 

necessary to give them for other dialects. 
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Pronoun. 

*r, ‘ i,* 
vr, ‘ 1/ 
fiT, ‘ thou,’ 

‘ thou,’ 

‘ self’ (Sal. 18) 

T, ‘ this,’ 

%, * that,’ 

‘ who,’ 

W, ‘ that,’ 

%, ‘ who ?’ 

Possessive. 

‘my.’ 

* my.’ 

rfK, ‘thy.’ 

?fhfC, cfNrc, ‘ thy.’ 

‘ own.’ 

W, ‘ of this.’ 

* of that.’ 

‘ whose.’ 

TT^TT, ‘ of that.’ 

‘whose?’ 

The last five are not properly possessive pronouns, but are regular 

genitives formed by adding the genitive postposition to the pronominal 

bases %, *T, ?l, and respectively. As, however, in their adoption of 

an oblique base they run exactly on all fours with the true possessive pro¬ 

nouns, it is convenient at present to consider them also as such. 

All these possessives are used as genitives of the various corresponding 

pronouns, and are usually considered as such. Thus iin; is said to be the 

genitive of iT, of ^ff, '3pq*r of and so on. 

All these possessive pronouns have an oblique form, formed by 

shortening the antepenultimate or penultimate, and lengthening the final 

vowel to ^T. Thus, 

Possessive. Oblique. 

trc, WKT. 

rfr^FT, rfr^T. 

^farcr. 

frqf^T. 

This oblique form is used for two purposes. 

A, as a true oblique genitive. 

B, as a declensional oblique base. 

A, as a true oblique genitive. 

Examples. STC ^ ‘in my house.’ (Sal. 19). 

^nr«TT i?" ‘in one’s own hovel.’ (Sal. 20). 

‘the mare of his own riding.’ (Sal. 21). 

Occasionally the direct form is used instead of the oblique, as (Sal. 17). 

‘a bond of my own chastity’ (ib.). 
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It is difficult to give examples out of Vidyapati, as he frequently 

lengthens a final vowel for the sake of metre, which is misleading. 

B, as a declensional oblique base. 

The correlative pronouns have each two proper declensional bases,—1, 

a singular one, and 2, a plural one. In Maithili the singular has in all cases 

acquired a non-honorific sense, and, in the case of ‘ this,’ %, ‘ that,’ 

custom has further confined it to referring to inanimate objects only. 

(Mth. Gr. §§ 70, 72, 79, 85, and 86). The plural base has in all cases 

assumed a singular honorific sense. In addition to these bases (which 

appear under similar circumstances in all Bihari dialects, vide post), the 

oblique form of the genitive is frequently used in the sense of another 

oblique declensional base. This is quite regular, for as will he seen later 

on, the postpositions attached to this base are all nouns either in the 

instrumental or locative case. Thus ii, means ‘in the middle of 

which,’ (Mg. Pr. S7cr. W liff^ *n£) in which the 

Pr. in the genitive case is (as will be seen hereafter) the direct 

origin of the oblique form 3KT. The following table shows the three 

oblique declensional forms of each of the pronouns in Maithili. 

Nom. 
Proper oblique 

Singular. 
Proper oblique Plural. 

Periphrastic 
oblique base made 

from oblique 
Genitive. 

if,‘I.’ Wanting. 

‘ I.’ Wanting. Wanting, but Bhojpuri 

?lf, ‘ thou.’ rftfY. Wanting. rFKT. 

WT% ‘ thou.’ Wanting. Wanting, but Bhojpuri 

^q^-, ‘self.’ Wanting. Wanting, but Bhojpuri 

^q^r. 

^q*TT- 

Y, ‘ this.’ f%*r (f%fsr). 

‘ that.’ (^fiT). 

‘ who.’ 5Tfir. ^i^t, ^rf^r. 

#, ‘ that.’ rfTf^ {old 

Vid. 28, 4). 

frfsr. 

‘ who.’ **STf% (Mth. 

Gr. § 79). 

qsfa. 
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From the above it will be seen that both the oblique genitive singu¬ 

lar and the oblique genitive plural form new periphrastic declensional 

bases, one singular, and the other plural. 

As far as use goes, it may be noted that the proper oblique forms 

singular and plural of the correlative pronouns ai*e generally used as adjec¬ 

tives, and the periphrastic ones are always used as substantives. 

The following examples show the use of these forms. 

A. Proper oblique singular. 

Vid. 34, 2, ‘ hath any one used reproach¬ 

ful words to thee ?’ 

Sal. 1, ‘he wrote down that day,’ 

B. Proper oblique plural. 

Phojpuri fables, 6, % ^T^TW<T ‘he goes about causing us 

to fight.’ 

Sal. 1, 2fiTT:«r, ‘ for the sake of that lord.’ 

C. Periphrastic oblique singular. 

Vid. 55, 4, ttss tPCT, * in return I will ask for thee, my 

lord.’ 

Sal. 12, qrc Tif?r ‘ do not pass him over.’ 

D. Periphrastic oblique plural, or honorific. 

Mth. chr. p. 2, wf«?, # ^ ‘ you know well what 

sort of son there is to me (niihi filius qualis est)\ where is idiomati¬ 

cally used for the dative and must not be confounded with the 

genitive 

Sal. 13, rft «rf€, ‘ till then there will not be leave 

to depart to him (illi).’ 

Sal. 19, Iff ‘ How wilt thou get a present 

from me.’ 

Under the last head, two examples have been given of a dative of 

possession. These forms which at first sight look like oblique forms of 

the genitive used in a direct sense, are thus explained by competent natives. 

This explanation is most reasonable, for there can be no doubt about 

sfel being very different in meaning from and about 

being different in meaning from 55^ ‘qj^wfiiT. 

In conclusion I append here, a list of all the pronominal genitival 

forms which I have collected from the prose of the Maithil Chrestomathy. 

I have submitted them all to Babu S'ri Narayan Singh of Darbhanga, a 

gentleman who has an intimate acquaintance with the Maithili language, 

united to an intelligent knowledge of English. He has noted for me any 

optional form, when such case be used. 

A. direct genitives governed by a nominative. 

Sal. 7, frrfx^T %^vr ‘ how beautiful the woman of that.’ 
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Sal. 15, ^ erf# ‘ I have not the power.’ 

Sal. 16, t^T, ‘ whose son ?’ 

Sal. 20, ^3X3; ‘ my profession will be damaged.’ 

B. direct genitives governed by an accusative in the form of the nomi¬ 

native. 

Sal. 5, ^f*T, ‘ hearing whose weeping.’ 

Sal. 7, viWK ^T^^r(T^), ‘ whose beduU you have brought.’ 

Sal. 8, ^q«T ‘ take your beduli.’ 

Sal. 16, <T^ f%f% ‘ having written a bond of that.’ 

Sal. 18, ^ ^Til^r 5JT^j, * go to your house.’ 

Sal. 20, ^w(*f ‘ he went to fetch his brother.’ 

Sal. 20, ^'ORr ^ ‘ bind your enemy.’ 

C. direct genitives governed by a noun in an oblique case,—rare, but 

permissible. 

Sal. 1, ‘ for the sake of him.’ 

Sal. 10, 35?T3? ^Teff #, ‘ from his call.’ 

Sal. 17, ‘ of (my) own chastity.’ 

According to Babu S'ri Narayan Singh, the direct form is admissible, 

wherever the oblique form is usually employed, but not vice versa. Thus 

the following pairs are equally correct. 

admissible. 

(1) qrrc^r 

(2) surar # 

(3) q^T C 

(4) ^xq»r 

(5) qimq i|Tf T 

usual. 

— ^TT^’ST 

— € 

— q^yT 3x 
— qfqqr ^srffRr 

— ^fq«fT 

"Where, however, the governing noun is in the nominative or in the 

accusative in the form of the nominative, the oblique form can never be 

used. The following therefore are wrong. 

JfTT^rq Xgf#T, rl^T qiqrTK ^q*TT 3x1 WCT 

The phrase 'qxxTT «rfNf is, however, correct, but then is the 

dative of possession, ‘ to me there is no power.’ 

D. Broyer oblique genitives governed by nouns in oblique cases. 

Governed by, 

Instr. Sal. 1, 2, 3, ^qrT 3vK3T, ‘ for the sake of him’ (cf. C.) 

Gen. Sal. 21, ^q*TT #T^T, ‘ the horse of his own riding,’ ‘his 

own riding horse.’ 
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Sal. 5, ‘ she arrived at her own garden.’ 

ib. 3?«T3fT (her companions) came to her 

garden. 

Sal. 6,^Tf^r ^xpfri ‘ having brought him to your garden.’ 

Sal. 9, ^7*TT 'xjRRrsft, ‘ she came to her garden.’ 

Sal. 11, srsnffT ^, ‘at her bed-head.’ 

Sal. 16, xtT^t, ‘ near me.’ 

Sal. 19, ^ ‘ in my house.’ 

Sal. 19, fTf^TT ^ ^T, ‘ in thy house.’ 

Sal. 19, ^r;tt ‘ in my own hovel.’ 

Sal. 20, ^TJT, ‘ near me.’ 

Sal. 10, 21, ^*T3\T xp^i ‘in his beat.’ 

E. Oblique genitives used as an oblique declensional base. 

Sal. 5, 3T35XT f^T, ‘ having given whom?’ ‘through whom.’ 

Sal. 6, Wlf%, ‘ having abandoned thee,’ ‘ except thee,’ 

Sal. 11, cf^T ‘ (he began to) consider this,’ (ff5j^t«T 

3TTR is a compound verb.) 

Sal. 12, xny *?f?r ‘ do not pass him over.’ 

Sal. 13, ‘ I would tell him.’ 
Sal. 13, cRTCT f^T, ‘ through him.’ 

Sal. 14, ‘ you have tied me up.’ 

Sal. 17, ‘ you got me released.’ 

Sal. 19, rft^^T ?T*T ‘ I will satisfy thee.’ 

Nag. songs, 4, ^*TT ‘ he caused me to journey a 
journey.’ 

Instr. Sal. 16, rTt^TT If 3>lt, ‘ I may marry thee.’ 
Sal. 20, rf^T W If <sTf^ ‘ in fighting with all them.’ 

Dat. Mth. Chr. p. 1, ^fsr^T ^TffT ‘ he has no mother.’ 

ib. p. 2, #^*T ‘ what sort of son I have,’ see above. 

Sal. 5, 53*T3fT *1T3F «TTxr JTT^t ^3? ‘ have her father and mother given 

her abuse ?’ 

Sal. 13, *rfi ‘ (there will) not (be) leave to him to 

depart.’ 

Sal. 15, rrl^yT ‘ I will give you leave to depart.’ 

Sal. 15, flSfKT 5TT«T ‘ go to her and say.’ 

Sal. 19, # ^cfT*f ^ ‘ give that to me as a reward.’ 

Sal. 19, tpTT t«T ‘I give'you a reward.’ 

Famine song, 5, * to whom shall I relate ?’ 

Sal. 19, If 'ft H, ‘ what will you take from me.’ 

Nag. Songs, 4, If fafw wiT*rf% ‘ he asked alms from me.’ 

Doc. 

% 

All. 
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Loc. Sal. 14, «Tt^T ^W*f, in your presence.’ 

Sal. 20, rfT in the meantime. 

Occasionally the oblique form ends in ; e. g. '.-ffqfqiT qTWT 

‘after him (went) the earth,’ Man. 1, 12. 

Having exhausted the question of the oblique form of the genitives of 

pronouns, it now remains to consider those of substantives. 

First we shall take the following words, which, ending in «r, qr, If, 

and T, offer examples of nouns with oblique forms exactly like those of 

pronominal genitives. There are doubtless many others, but these are 

those of which I am at present able to give proof by means of examples. 

They are— 

qffq*r, ‘a courtyard,’ oblique qwqr. 
«r*f, ‘ an eye,’ q^rr. 

qfqtjT, ‘first,’ >> qfq^rT. 
qf, ‘great,’ yy q^r. 

‘ second,’ yy 

qqq, ‘third,’ 9) 
q^q, ‘ a watch,’ 

yy VKJ- 
qsfq*:, ‘ a cloth,’ yy *fcKT, qpqqT. 

‘blind,’ yy 

T‘vermilion,’ 
yy 

q^fk, ‘deaf,’ 
yy q^Tr. 

fWK, ‘ the forehead,’ yy f^nsKT. 

To these may be added the following, 

^jf, WR, ‘front,’ oblique ^?if, ^JTJrf, ‘before.’ 

W, qTif, ‘ rear,’ „ qwf, qT^T, ‘ behind.’ 

«STT°, ‘ place,’ „ qf, «in a place.’ 

Examples are,— 

Direct, ‘ seeing the courtyard empty,’ Man. 3, 15. 

«fTy«T (i. e., *r«r) •flTTTj-^r, ‘ her eyes filled with tears,’ ib. 

'qfq ^q, ‘ I shall take the first portion,’ Fable, 7. 

(dir.) qf T (obi.) qq TPsl, ‘ lay (the burden of) 

great favours upon the great,’ Vid. 3, 6. 

tfq ‘ the second one who weeps is Channa,’ 
Mars. 3, 2. 

‘the third after three,’ Vid. 9, 1. 

^ qfr: 5%, ‘ how the watch went to sleep,’ Man. 

6, 17. 

*T<f q^T ‘ let go, 0 Krishn, my cloth,’ Vid. 

* 21, 3. 
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«J5fPC vr% ‘ a blind dog barks at the wind,’ 

Prov. 

It is not necessary to give examples of other direct forms in T. 

■^TJl {or ‘ a pendulous front,’ Mth. Chr. Voc. 

S. V. ^ITJT. 
, S' 

TTTW lor qTW) ‘a heavy behind,’ ib. s. v. ■qrw. 
j v <\ o 'j 

I do not know of any authoritative example of but the word is com- 

mon colloquially. 

Oblique, ^JT^TT ‘ does any one keep a thorn tree 

in his*fcourtyard,’ Man. 2, 7. 

^TT 3f% ‘on her eyes she applied collyrium,’ 

Sal. 18. 

I do not know of any authoritative example of but it is commonly 

used in conversation to mean, ‘ at first’. 

An example of WT has been given above. 

‘ the end of the third,’ Vid. 60, 3. 

TW *J, ‘ from Salhes’s watch,’ Sal. 12. 

«T?Tf^f, ‘ I would have swept the road with 

my cloth,’ Gorakhpurisongs, No. 12. 

^rrsrf^f 1 what does a deaf 

man lose by sleeping, or a blind man by waking,’ 

Prov. 

fWTT TJ1TT ^ Tjfc^T *TT, ‘ on the forehead the frag- 

ments of red lead are beautiful,’ Gor. Sgs., Mo. 1. 

^JrT wr* ‘ they departed one behind the other,’ 

Sal. 17. 

f3%UPiT, ‘in the middle place, (write) the 

separation of twelve (months).’ Gor. Sgs. Mo. 3. 

Finally we come to the two verbal nouns in ^ and W, described in Mth. 

Gr. § 189. These two forms are current throughout all the dialects of 

Bihari, as will be seen later on, and in nearly all these dialects, they have 

an oblique form as follows: 

Bandras Bhojpuri. 

Direct. Oblique. 

* The text has but q^p would he more correct, There is a 

tendency in the theth holi to drop nasal sounds. 
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Bhojpuri. 

(rare) not used. 

tW ^T. 

Examples, 

Direct, ^3i 3ir^rT, ‘lie does speaking,’ ‘ he speaks frequently.’ 

Oblique, xTWrT^^Tf ^TT %T^IT, ‘ what comes from regretting where 

’TWrr^T is the oblique form of xne<TT3^T. (Fable 15). 

Maithili-Bhojpuri. 

(rare) not used. 

Examples, 

Direct, ^ ‘ he speaks frequently.’ 

Oblique, TTWt^T $ ^ ^ WSTT ‘ what can come of regretting ?’ 

where ^«tWt is oblique form of xf^rTT^. 

Northern Maithili. 

Examples, 
Direct, 3TTTR ^f*r, ‘hearing her cries,’ (Sal. 5). 

Oblique, *rH? ‘it is not proper to regret,’ (Fable 15), 

where is the genitive of tr^crTTjsr, (for ir^frp-^T^). 

Occasionally the oblique form in this dialect ends in ; e• 

f^iW ‘ she began to say something,’ Man. 1, 12. 
vj sJ 

Direct, ‘lie speaks frequently.’ (Grammar). 

Oblique, ^ *rf^ ^cT, ‘from fussing nothing will 

come to pass.’ (Fable 14). 

The verbal noun in has had an influence even on foreign words. 

Thus the Arabic word «f^T, has an oblique form ^^fT, as in the sentence, 

ef^r, ‘ in exchange for this benefit,’ (Fable 15). 

Southern Maithili. Furniya Maithili. 

Same as Northern Maithili. 

Bhagulpuri-Maithili has the oblique form of but authori¬ 

tative examples are wanting. It has for the oblique form of 

or according to locality. 

In Maithil-Mdgadht the verbal noun in ^ appears to have dropped 

out of use. The verbal noun in follows Northern Maithili. 

Finally, Magadhi agrees with Maithili. 
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We thus find that with the exception of a doubtful form in Bhagul¬ 
pur, and the extreme Western case of Banaras-Bhojpuri, an oblique form 

of verbal nouns in ^ and ending in and ^jt obtains more or less 
currency. 

In South Bhagulpur this ^tt is weakened to which it is important 

to note, as it gives the clue to the derivation of another set of oblique 
forms to be now noted. 

In the Maithili of South Bliagulpur nouns ending in a silent conso¬ 
nant (that is to say weak forms in ^f), vocalize that consonant in the 

oblique cases. Thus ‘ a house,’ Acc. The same dialect has 
a feminine genitive affix the masculine of which is %'C5', which 
leads one to presume that as in the same district is a weakened form 

of so also is a weakened form of 
In Mdgadhi such nouns ending in a silent consonant (that is to say 

weak forms in ^l) have an oblique form in tf : thus, Obi. 
Magadln immediately adjoins the Maithili of Bhagulpur, and hence it is 

evident that this oblique form is weakened from mj. The weakening of 

^JT to tf is borne out by tbe old Maithili accusative postposition ^»f, which 
has become in modern Maithili and the close connection between tf and 

^ is shown by the indeclinable participle of the root ‘ to do,’ which 
is either ^"(Mth. Gr. § 172) or ^ (Vid. 66, 5). 

This concludes the discussion concerning the different varieties of 
oblique forms in Bihari which end in ^fT. To sum up, we may reduce what 
we have observed to tbe following. 

In Bhojpuri the affix of the genitive has an oblique form in ^T, thus 

oblique 3>T; and in all Bihari dialects the pronouns have an oblique 

genitive in ^r, thus tf3»?;t. This oblique genitive is also used as a 
general oblique declensional base. 

In Magadhi, and a cognate sub-dialect, all nouns in the weak form 

have an oblique form in TF or % thus, oblique or gyo. 

This oblique tf or ^ is either a weakened form of or a form closely 

connected with the above oblique form in ^T. 

In the majority of Bihari dialects, verbal nouns in ^ and ^r, have 
oblique forms in ^[T or ^jf, and so also there are cases of other and even 
foreign nouns in y;, ^l, «r, and which have similar oblique forms; also a 
few cases of nouns ending in and 

[Note on some apparently irregular forms in the song of Salhes. 
It must be remembered that this song is printed exactly as it was 

taken down from the mouth of a Dom. These Dorns are great wanderers, 
and hence besides the theth or vulgar forms (such as for &c.) 

which abound in it, there are one or two forms which must be referred to 

other dialects, viz. 
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Sal. 7. ^TT^*r, Banaras Bhojpuri for rft^T ^rr’T-T. The form is 

never used in Maithili. 

Sal. 18. fa^% #r?T ^*rfa®f VT afa, if this means ‘ recognized people 

became unrecognized,’ it must also be Banaras Bhojpuri. It may, however, 

mean ‘ in recognition, people became unrecognized,’ in which case fa5^ 

is the regular locative of the verbal noun fa^^r, ‘recognition,’ obi. 

instr. fa^T, loc. favfa. Similarly in 

Sal. 18. qn; vi may be considered as locative 

of and the sentence mean literally, ‘in dryness I will cross the river.’ 

The following also are locatives :— 

Sal. 17, 18. ‘ in reality.’ 

Sal. 7, 12, 14. ‘ at once.’ 

Sal. 12, ‘ at first.’ 

Sal. 20. *Tf^, ‘ in fighting,’ for «T being frequently substituted 

for in theth holt: as it is also done in the line immediately preceding 

where we have for iifarc# , and in the very common and vulgar 

or for 5Tnj«I, (see gram. § 197). 

The only other form to be noted is the anomalous 

Sal. 19. snfa ^ *rfe«T, ‘ by caste I am a gipsy,’ where ir is not a 

Maithili, but -a western form appropriate enough in the mouth of such a 

woman. Compare, however, Sal. 20, 5TTfa=fr 

Derivation. » 

We have already seen that the oblique plural in *r or (fa or far) is 

derived from the Sanskrit genitive plural; and by parity of reasoning we 

should be led to expect that the Bihari oblique form singular in is de¬ 

rived from the Sanskrit genitive singular. It will now be shown that this 

is the fact.* It must be observed that these oblique forms are used (as far 

as we have hitherto investigated) only with nouns in the weak form. Thus, 

tWi 3TC, are all weak forms. Strong nouns of the ^ 

base in are commonly said to remain unchanged in the oblique cases, 

thus, i(T^T, ‘ a horse,’ obi. i|T^T, but in reality as will also be now seen, 

the oblique form, though the same in appearance as the nominative, is of 

different derivation,—in short, just as qv; (nominative) corresponds to Skr. 

1Z^, and (old form of oblique Efv;o) to Skr. ; so ifaT (nominative) 

corresponds to Skr. and iqT<pT (oblique) to Skr. We thus 

come to the general rule that strong forms of ^ bases always, and weak 

forms of bases frequently have an oblique form in ^r. 

* With regard to the following, see Hoernle, pp. 194, 195. I have, however, 
come to slightly different conclusions. 
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Let us take weak forms first:— 

(1) . Skr. nom. sing. R"# ‘a house;’ gen. sing. J2TV*?T; Magadhi Pr. 

nom. sing. ST, ‘a house,’ gen. sing. hence (ekt^) ; hence, by 

elision of final Bihari oblique form, g^T. 

(2) . Skr. nom. sing. ‘ what is to be done ;’ gen. sing. ; 

Mg. Pr. nom. sing. gen. sing. ; hence Bihari 

nominative ‘ what is to be done,’ ‘ an action ;’ oblique 3fT«lT ‘ of an 

action :’ Bihari locative, = Mg. Pr. ; Skr. 

(3) . Skr. nom. sing. ?5rf, ‘a thing done;’ gen. sing, ; Mg. Pr. 

nom. sing. (as if from Skr. Jfffcfi), gen. sing. ; 

A'rddha Mg. Pr. nom. sing. ; gen. sing. ; Bihari nom. sing. 

(^r) ‘an action,’ loc. sing. (tfi^TT) = Pr. 

= Skr. («5<T^J) *?■«?, ‘ in an action.’ 

One example of a strong form will suffice, Skr. nom. sing. ‘ a 

horse;’ gen. sing. ; Mg. Pr. nom. sing. ijusTF, * a horse,’ gen. 

sing. in^W, ifT^TC; Bihari, nom. sing. %^T, ‘ahorse,’ oblique form, 

WTfT, loc. sing. iqr? T ^*, = Mg. Pr. = Skr. *rsq. 

Similarly the Bihari oblique form in ^f, is really a plural, and is 

derived from the Sanskrit genitive plural, through the Mg. Pr. gen. plur. 

in (H. C. IV, 300), thus,— 

Skr. nom. sing. (for ^f^rrsj ), ‘ what is to be said ;’ gen. 

plur. *cfifq«T3TT*rr; Mg. Pr. nom. sing. ; gen. plur. Ap. 

Pr. nom. sing, (K. I. 50) ; gen. plur. hence Bihari nom. 

sing. ; obi. (with elision of ^ and contraction of concurrent vowels) 

efrfwf (for ; loc. plur. ^ = Ap. Pr. = Mg. Pr. 

= Skr. *ef>fa?T3n5rr TT!q. 

Note, it is difficult to derive the Bihari oblique form from the Ap. Pr. 

gen. termination for, though this would account for strong forms like 

ifi^T (= iiTV^l35 by contraction of the two concurrent vowels), it will not 

account for weak forms like 3TT, which would be in Ap. Pr. spCsS, and not 

*1^35. But see contra Hoernle, pp. 194, 195. 

Affinity. 

One affinity must be noted here, the Bangali so-called gerund in the 

genitive case in ^FC, e. g. that is to say i^fitsie[T + K, just as in 

Bihari we have ^ and being respectively the signs 

of the genitive. 

Other oblique forms. 

There is another oblique form of the verbal noun which requires care¬ 

ful noting. We find it in the following forms ;— 

x 
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Baiswari 

Banaras Bhoipiirl ^tr (P 

BhojpM 

Maithil Bhojpuri 

North Maithili ^©, (Purniya) 

South Maithili ^4i, ^Ho. 

Maithil-Bangali ^§, 

Maithil-Mdgadhi 

Magadhi 

These forms are all of them oblique, and are never used in the sense 

of the nominative. They are especially common in compound verbs, in the 

sense of the dative, e. g., in the phrase “the clock 

wished for the act of striking,” i. e., “ was about to strike,” *TTV ^TR^T, 

“ he became attached to beating,” i. e., “ he began to beat.” 

Verbs ending in vowels sometimes insert a euphonic ^ or W, so that we 

get phrases like vr, “ the fill of drinking,” “as much as one can 

drink.” Examples of this form are very common, and one or two others 

will be given subsequently. 

I have met one or two other cases of nouns, which are not verbal 

nouns, such as ‘ an edge,’ having a similar oblique form. 

Examples,— 

(Direct) o}R ff o gpjR 1 if you go to the edge (of a field), 

have a stick (to protect) your head,’ Mill. JProv. 

(Oblique) ‘write near the edge,’ Gor. Sgs. 3. 

It will he seen that in all the dialects (except, perhaps, Banaras Bhoj¬ 

puri), the termination is short, and that each dialect has one or more of 

these terminations, viz., v:, tj, or To trace the derivation of these 

forms it will be more convenient, first to consider the derivation of the 

suffix of the Genitive, which as will be seen further on occurs in the fol¬ 

lowing forms in the various dialects of Bihari <$, and or in old Bihari 

3R, as in Ram. Ba. do., 35, 3R, in which g?© is written an 

absolutely separate word. These genitival affixes are all derived from 

the Sanskrit ®<t:, through the Mg. Pr. f%y. Here we have a termination 

Ty, or % formed from a Mg. Pr. termination in 

Now, to trace the derivation of the Bihari oblique form, we are bound 

by all analogy to refer it to a Mg. Pr. genitive case, and, judging from the 

analogy of W, or 3>©, we may refer the oblique form of the verbal noun 

of which we are now treating to a Mg. Pr. genitive case in or 

We shall now change the example, and take the root THT, ‘ beat,’ as 

more convenient to deal with than the root ‘ see,’ which has only 

doubtful equivalents in Prakrit. We are entitled, then, as above shown, 

to derive «R, or *TR© from a Mg. Pr. genitive or if 
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such exists. Such a form as does exist both in S'auraseni and Maga- 

dhi Prakrit (see Vara. V, 22). Feminine nouns in long form their 

genitives in thus “ a river,” gen. sing. Moreover, just as 

*?Tr, is weakened to HR®, so in later Prakrit is weakened to *R^T, 

or 

We may hence conclude that is the direct descendent of 

the genitive singular of the Magadhi Prakrit feminine noun 

It now remains (a) to see what has become of this Prakrit nom. fem. 

?TT^t in the later Gaudian languages, and (b) to trace it to its Sanskrit 

origin. 

(«). The usual phonetic law of development is that Prakrit nouns 

ending in long vowels, shorten these vowels in the modern Gaudian lan¬ 

guages. Under another well known Gaudian phonetic law, these final 

short vowels are, in some dialects, liable to elision. Hence we should expect 

to find a form jttIt or in the modern languages. Both these forms do 

exist in the modern languages. Eastern Gaudian (i. e., Bangali, and Bihari) 

prefers the form while western Gaudian and Marathi prefer the 

shortened form tjr. In all these cases the word is feminine, which shows 

that WK cannot be derived from a Prakrit masc. nom. 5TTTT ; and the deriva¬ 

tion I have suggested is borne out by the following reasons. 

(1.) Western Hindi possesses a parallel strong form TIR5), derived 

from the Prakrit strong form HTf^UT, which is itself the strong form of 

the Prakrit from which the modern TfTf^ or is derived. 

(2.) The declension of this verbal noun in Marathi (see Man. 2nd 

Ed., p. 53) shows clearly the derivation. In the second declension of 

Marathi nouns, all nouns derived from Sanskrit nouns in x (such as fVffT, 

1 a wall’ from Skr. fwfrl) or x (such as “ dry ginger,” from Skr. 

form their oblique form in x, thus,—fVnft and This is plainly derived 

from the Prakrit genitive fVi’fN, (Var. Y, 22) and or ^ja5!?;, 

the genitive of feminine nouns in and x having in Prakrit similar forms. 

But in Marathi another class of nouns also follows the same declen¬ 

sion, viz., “ feminine nouns derived from Marathi verbs,” such as 

* a deficiency,’ obi. '^^1, connected with “ to break and TflT, 

“ a beating,” connected with wyijU “ to beat.” That is to say, they are 

derived from Prakrit nouns in x or x> viz., Marathi obi. corre¬ 

sponds to the Prakrit rjft, gen. gifc, and Marathi T[R, obi. ; H. dir. 

or *nfic; Bihari obi. correspond to the Pr. gen. 

or flRH. 

In this series, I have given no oblique form for Hindi. In the majo¬ 

rity of cases this has disappeared in that language, but it survives in 

* Maithili prefers the form but Bhojpuri and Magadhi (except in poetry) 

always have jq-y;. 
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phrases like tihT TTTf’t (a beating on a beating) ‘ a mutual assault,’ 

‘ a mutual running,’ ‘ a running here and there.’ In these phrases TiTYt and 

are the direct strong forms corresponding to the Prakrit nominative 

TiTfY^T, and respectively, but thy- and are distinctly oblique 

forms, which I would derive as follows : — 

Dr. nom. Pr. gen. "Hindi obi. 

TTTft WTffaT (Var. V, 22) TFTTT 

The contraction of these terminations to ^|T need not cause any 

objection. would naturally become tjt, and finally ^?T, just as Pr. 

became ^ and finally 3\T, and Pr. became Hindi and 

finally H. H., ^i^T. Moreover the form in Pali is *?Tfr?JT, with 

a short penultimate, and though no similar form is recorded for Ap. Pr. 

still H. C. IV, 329 would entitle us to assume the possible existence of 

such a one. 

This direct verbal noun HTT or is what is called the root in Hindi 

grammars. It occurs frequently in Intensive compounds in forms like 

^*tt, ‘ to give a beating’, &c., and in the so-called conjunctive participle 

TUT % or TlTfY % or ('with the % dropped) simply ??TT , ‘ having beaten,’ lite¬ 

rally ‘ having done a beating.’ So also % ‘ having done the action of 

doing,’ and THT % ‘ having done the action of doing a beating.’ %, as 

will be shown under the head of conjugation, = the Vedic Skr. (Skr. 

3i<3T), ‘ having done’; hence, S'r. Pr. ^fY^F (H. C. 4, 271), and Hindi (with 

elision of Y) %. Mg. Pr. (Yara. XI, 16) has instead hence (through 

3ff^TfV,) the corresponding Bihari form (See, however, Hoernle, 

§ 491, for a different explanation of the forms.) 

The oblique Hindi form of the verbal noun, ?TTTr, also occurs in 

Desiderative compounds ; e. g. TTTYT ‘ he wishes to beat,’ in 

which TFTYT is for Tim ‘ he wishes for a beating’. This is borne out by 

the Bihari practice of introducing the post-position ^rr in such compounds; 

e. g., (Magadhi) iiar ^TT ‘ I wish for sending,’ ‘ I wish to send’ 

(Gr. § 118). It also explains the fact that in Hindi this form (mis¬ 

called by grammarians the Past Participle) does not change for gender. 

Moreover in Hindi it explains clearly the (so-called) anomalous forms «TRT 

(not jrtt) ^T^TTT, ‘to wish to go,’ and trt (not ttsett) ^T^TT ‘to wish to 

die’ (see Kellogg, p. 193). The same form (with the dative particle w) is 

also used in Marathi; e. g., (Man. p. 151) TT^TT ^T^T^T, ‘I 

fancy he wishes to eat me.’ 

To recapitulate therefore ;— 

There is a Prakrit feminine nominative TfT^t, which is the direct 

ancestor of the Gaudian verbal noun ?jty or *nfr. 
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This Prakrit fem. has a genitive which has three forms to be noted at 

present, viz., from which I derive the Gaudian 

oblique forms as follows :— 

Pra. nom. Gaudian nom. Pra. gen. Gaudian obi. 

( Bihari TTTf^C 

Marathi 

( H. tjk 

(strong form) H. (Ap.) 

(&.) It now remains to trace this Prakrit to its Sanskrit original. 

This is the abstract noun formed in Sanskrit bj the affix or These 

two affixes are closely connected, only differing in the kind of verb with 

which they are employed. They form verbal nouns by adding ^it to the 

stem. Thus— 

Verbal stem. Verbal noun. 

“live” “life” 

#<3 “write” “aline” 

and so many others. 

Sometimes a parallel feminine form is found in (affix ). Example 

“ roar” “ a river.” 

“ kill” wC5! “ a pestilence.” 

The rules as to which stems in Sanskrit take and which take T, are 

very intricate, and in the vulgar language were certainly not always adhered 

to. At any rate, in Prakrit we find the termination ^ superseding the 

termination ^T, so that we have (Var. V, 24). 

Sanskrit. Prakrit. 

^^^TT«TT, “enduring.” or 

“turmeric.” or 

^TOT, “shade.” WPST or ^rft. 

Vararuchi in the Sutra confines the change to four words only, but we 

find the option largely extended in the later Prakrit of Hemachandra 
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(III, 32, &c.), and it is therefore only fair to assume that in the modern 

languages the change had become the rule. 

We are justified therefore in considering that the Gaudian verbal noun 

ending in \ or in a silent consonant, is derived from the Sanskrit feminine 

verbal noun in or ^ or or ). 

In conclusion I now give examples of the various forms (direct and 

oblique) of this verbal noun. 

(a) Direct form ending in 

3T ^ *rf%, % JTilr, “the bridegroom has not yet met 

the bride, and they are fighting about the wedding bracelet,” Prov. 

«r® w ^KT, “ the act even of seeing thee, my husband, 

did not take place,” i. e., “you were not even seen by me.” Vid. V, 5. 

This last is a good example of the formation of the passive voice from 

this form of the verbal noun. Observe that ffin in the last example must 

be a verbal noun. If it is attempted to construe it in the sense of the con¬ 

junctive participle, nonsense can only ensue. Observe also that it is still a 

verbal noun, and governs the accusative (ffrrT). 

(b) . Direct form ending in a silent consonant. (H. Hindi) %T 

WIT fll’CT, “ he beat me a great beating,” Beames, C. G. II, 50. 

(c) . Oblique form ending in ^ or 

“ he began remembering the goddess Asavari,” 

Sal. 10. 

“ he went for the bringing of his brother 

Motiram,” i. e., “ he went to bring him.” Sal. 20. 

Bhojpuri,—‘ I went for plucking flowers,’ Gor. Sgs.. 1. 

<Tf ^>T , ‘ for doing what did you come,’ ib. 

Baiswari,—q?: ^*3^ ^n*TT, “ with ten thousand ears for 

hearing others’ faults.” jRdm. Bd. ch. 5, 9. 

{d & e). Oblique form in ^JT, and strong direct form in 

(H. H.) wft, “ a mutual beating.” 

(f). Oblique form in 

Marathi, *?t ffri5! %TH , “ nowhere is there a horse of this 

kind.” Molesworth, s. v. ins-. 

We have already seen that the Bihari terminations f%, ff-, 5? and 5? 

were originally used as terminations of the genitive in Prakrit. We may 

hence expect to meet them also used as terminations of general oblique base 

in Bihari. This will be found to be the case. I have not noted any in¬ 

stances of Di being so used, but instances of the other three are common. 

The following examples are taken from Manbodh’s Haribans. 

f%,—wfe, £ next day all arose together,’ 4, 7. 

(fa*if% + ^) ^ifirfapslT, ‘the flame of fire was (one) of 

poison,’ 4, 21. 
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#T »rrf% ‘ from the first, have I had this 

fear,’ 6, 21. 

—^TRl^T ^3553? qfiTWTTF, ‘ the mouths of all began to water, 5, 2. 

S,—vifr #rc, ‘ the eyes of Hari became filled with 

tears’, 9, 52. 

#7 ‘he goes out from the courtyard,’ 3, 2. 

Note on the preceding Essay.—By A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, Ph. D. 

The great difficulty which one still too commonly meets in the com¬ 

parative study of the Gaudian languages, with regard to the derivation of 

their inflectional forms, is the want of continuity in the descent of the 

latter. We know them in their modern Gaudian stage, and in their ancient 

Prakrit stage ; but very often the intermediate links are unknown. These 

would have to be looked for in the popular literature of the period inter¬ 

mediate between Gaudian and Prakrit ; that is, about 700 to 1000 years 

ago. I say, the popular literature, because the Gaudians are not descended 

from the Literary Prakrits, but from the vernacular (Apabhramsa) forms of 

Prakrit. Of such popular literature, if it existed, very little has -survived 

or, at least, is known to have survived. One of the oldest specimens is the 

Hindi Epic of Chand, the Prithirdj Rasaio, which is about 700 years old. 

Moreover, this as well as nearly all of the older popular literature known 

to us is in verse, while, for the particular question of derivation, prose 

literature would be far more useful. 

Besides such fragments of survived popular literature, some help is 

afforded by those portions of the later Prakrit grammars which treat of the 

Apabhramsa Prakrit, and in which their authors have embodied many com¬ 

paratively modern forms, current in their own time, mixed up with much 

older forms known to them traditionally. This remark applies, for example, 

to the grammar of Hemachandra, who lived about 750 years ago. 

Whenever the intermediate links are wanting, it is both natural and 

right to bridge the gap by the help of conjecture, and it is nothing sur¬ 

prising, that conjecture sometimes takes differing lines and arrives at different 

results. There are, however, instances of forms, of which the series of links 

of descent is almost, if not entirely, complete; and it may be hoped, that 

gradually, as our knowledge extends, their number will increase. 

One such instance occurs among the forms referred to in the preceding 

Essay. This is the form ending in ^ # or ^ and occurring in such words 

as or ft# “behind” or “afterwards”, “ etc. These forms 


